Assembly Instructions

The EZ Seal
Stainless Steel Weld-less Bulk Head Fitting
three parts to the EZ Seal Bulkhead are as follows:
1. The nut
2. The red food grade washers
3. The hollow double threaded bolt
The nut on the outside of the bolt turns left to tighten. The threads inside the
bolt are standard right hand threads. One Red Food Grade washer is placed on
the inside the of the tank. Push the bolt and washer through the hole from
inside the tank. Place the second Red Washer on the bolt. Turn the nut counterclock wise onto the bolt.
The nut at the end of the bolt consists of two flat areas for an adjustable wrench.
Use this to tighten/loosen the nut and nipple that connects to the valve.
The nut at the end of the bolt consists of two flat areas for an adjustable wrench.
Use this to tighten/loosen the nut and nipple that connects to the valve.
For larger tanks where access is diff icult, use a length of string, rope or the like
to thread the Nut down to the hole. The Nut will slide through the hole. With a
finger, hold the Nut in place and place the Second Washer on the Nut. Keep your
finger in the Nut while you start the Bolt portion of the EZ Seal. Tighten as
needed.
To attach a Ball Valve, thread the Hex Nipple into the outside end into the EZ
Seal Nut. From there, thread the Ball Valve into the outside portion of the Hex
Nipple. Now tighten, using an adjustable or crescent wrench.
Multiple washers can be used on the EZ Seal, both inside and outside the tank.

You can attach an EZ Seal® to anything where you need a Sealed Threaded
Fitting, by drilling the proper size hole. Drill a 1 1/8, 1 3/8 and 1 5/8 inch hole
respectively, for our 1/2, 3/4 and 1 inch EZ Seal® Bulk Head Fittings.

